We study a rarefied gas, described by the Boltzmann equation, between two coaxial rotating cylinders in the small Knudsen number regime. When the radius of the inner cylinder is suitably sent to infinity, the limiting evolution is expected to converge to a modified Couette flow which keeps memory of the vanishing curvature of the cylinders (ghost effect [20] ). In the 1-d stationary case we prove the existence of a positive isolated L2-solution to the Boltzmann equation and its convergence. This is obtained by means of a truncated bulk-boundary layer expansion which requires the study of a new Milne problem, and an estimate of the remainder based on a generalized spectral inequality.
Introduction
This is a revised version of the original paper [1] , where a term was missing in the spectral inequality. It is well known (see for example [11, 20, 17] and references quoted therein) that the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to the Boltzmann equation, in the limit of small Knudsen numbers, is well approximated by the compressible Euler equation for a perfect gas, while the viscosity and heat conducting effects are seen as first order corrections in the Knudsen number. To get finite size viscosity effect is more delicate because of the von Karman relation [23] between the Reynolds, Knudsen and Mach numbers, Re, Kn, M a:
When Kn is small, either Re −1 or M a have to be small. Therefore, finite viscosity effects are attained only if one assumes that the Mach number is of the same order as the Knudsen number.
With the extra assumption that density and temperature profiles differ from constants at most for terms of the order of the Knudsen number, it is then possible to show that the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to the Boltzmann equation is well approximated by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (INS), in the sense that the average velocity field, rescaled by the Mach number, converges to a solution u to INS. Moreover, the first order correction to the temperature profile converges to a solution to the heat equation with a convective term due to the rescaled velocity field u. Such results have been proved in several papers. An overview is provided in [17] , to which we refer for a partial list of references on the subject. We also stress that the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to the compressible Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations, in the low Mach number limit and with the same assumption on density and temperature, is the same.
When the density and temperature do not satisfy the above mentioned assumptions, the Boltzmann equation deviates from the compressible Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations. Such a discrepancy, called ghost effect [20] , is the issue we want to address in this paper.
The name is suggested by the fact that a small velocity field produces finite size modifications of the usual heat equation. These modifications are confirmed many by numerical experiments. There has been a big theoretical, numerical and experimental work on this and for the details we refer to [20, 21] . We remark that the time dependent equations on the torus, in the diffusive space-time scaling were written in [13] and analyzed in [9] , where it is observed that similar equations had been previously considered in some special cases [18] . Very little is known from the mathematical point of view, and the only rigorous result we are aware of is [10] . By using the techniques illustrated in the present paper, it is possible to deal with the time dependent problem in the torus, but that will be the subject of future works.
In this paper instead, we want to study a different type of ghost effect, pointed out in [22, 20] as ghost effect by curvature. It consists in the following: if one looks at the Couette flow between two coaxial rotating cylinders in the limit when the radius of the inner cylinder goes to infinity, one expects to obtain, as asymptotic behavior, the standard planar Couette flow. The analysis based on the Boltzmann equation does not confirm this. Indeed, an extra term appears in the limiting equations, which is reminiscent of the original structure of the problem. Hence, an infinitesimal curvature produces a finite size discrepancy, the ghost effect by curvature. The extra term gives rise to a bifurcation of the laminar stationary solution, which is absent in the standard Couette flow.
To be more specific, we look at the behavior of a rarefied gas between two coaxial cylinders of radius L and L + 1, described by the Boltzmann equation in the diffusive space-time scaling. In cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z) ∈ (L, L + 1) × [0, 2π) × R it is written as
where the positive and normalized function F (r, θ, z, v r , v θ , v z , t) is the probability density of particles in cylindrical coordinates and we have denoted by ε the Knudsen number. (v r , v θ , v z ) are the components of the velocity in the local basis associated to the cylindrical coordinates and Q(f, g) is the Boltzmann collision integral for hard spheres:
with f ′ , f
The use of cylindrical coordinates produces a force-like term depending on the velocity, which will be referred below as centrifugal force.
We will look at the above equation in the planar limit, where one takes the radius of the inner cylinder L to infinity. A convenient change of variables is the following:
while the z variable is unchanged. For simplicity, we assume the distribution F invariant under rotations around the axis of the cylinders, so we drop the dependence on θ. Moreover, we scale 1/L proportionally to the inverse of the square of the Knudsen number:
with a constant c, related to the curvature, which will be specified below. With these assumptions the equation becomes
.
(1.6)
The variable y varies between −π, corresponding to the inner cylinder, and π corresponding to the outer cylinder. The boundary conditions on the two cylinders are assumed to be given by the diffuse reflection condition, meaning that the distribution of the incoming particles is Maxwellian:
We use the following notation: for ρ > 0, T > 0 and u ∈ R
is the Maxwellian with density ρ, temperature T and mean velocity u. In this paper we consider the two cylinders at the same temperature T = 1 and rotating with velocities U − and U + . Thereforẽ 9) where the density has been fixed so that the normalization condition
is satisfied. The constants α ± , depending on the outgoing flow at the boundaries, are determined by the condition of vanishing net flow in the radial direction:
By using (1.7) and (1.10), one immediately gets
(1.12)
We need to introduce a low Mach number assumption. Due to the particular geometry we consider here, we do not need that the full velocity field is small. Indeed the tangential component can be of order 1, while we need the radial and axial components to be of the order of the Knudsen number ε. We will use the notationv to denote the couple (v y , v z ). Correspondingly,∇ = (∂ y , ∂ z ). The Mach number assumption is therefore:
(1.13)
The tangential component of the velocity, denoted by U is O(1) with respect to the Knudsen number ε. However, we will also need some smallness assumption on it. Therefore, we introduce another parameter δ, measuring the size of U :
(1.14)
The fact that δ, although small, will be chosen much larger than ε, is responsible for the emergence of a ghost effect. In principle δ might be completely independent of ε, but, for technical reasons, we will assume, in the estimate of the remainder, a specific relation between δ and ǫ. Therefore, from now on, we replace U with δU with U = O(1) both in ε and δ. In order to get well defined equations when δ → 0, we will also assume the constant c appearing in the definition of σ (1.6) of order δ: c = δC (1.15)
for some other constant C also of order 1.
As usual we will look for a solution to (1.5) in terms of a truncated expansion in ε. The collision term forces the lowest order of the expansion to be a local Maxwellian. In order to fulfil the low Mach number assumptions (1.13), (1.14) and the boundary conditions (1.7), the lowest order has to be of the form
Note that the functions r and τ , representing corrections of order δ to the density and temperature, vanish at the boundary because we are restricting ourselves to the case when the two cylinders are at the same temperature. On the other hand gradients of U of order δ warm up the fluid in the bulk and may produce variations of the temperature and density of order δ 2 . The solution is sought for in the form
where
for a suitable choice of N , and R is a remainder. In the next section we will give the procedure to compute the functions F n 's, which will be based on a kind of Hilbert expansion for the bulk parts B n of F n and a boundary layer expansion in order to restore the boundary conditions violated by the bulk terms. The computation of the bulk terms requires the solution of a rather complex system of equations for the hydrodynamical fields U ,û, r, τ depending on δ. They arê
Here η, κ, σ 1 and σ 2 are suitable transport coefficients depending on 1+δτ . We have set η = η 0 +η δ , κ = κ 0 + κ δ , with η 0 and κ 0 the values corresponding to δ = 0 and η δ , κ δ the differences. e y is the unit vector in the direction y, P is defined in (2.18) and P 2 is an unknown pressure related to the almost incompressibility condition given by the second of the equations (1.20) . When δ goes to 0 the equations take a rather simpler form:
The equations have to be completed with Cauchy initial data and the time independent boundary conditionsû
The first of the equations (1.22) is a Boussinesq condition ensuring the constancy of the pressure to the first order in δ, while the second is just the heat equation with a convective term. Note that the equations (1.21) are decoupled from the (1.22) and can be solved independently.
The equations (1.21) are the equations for the planar Couette system with an extra term in the equation forû, representing the curvature ghost effect. Their linear analysis [20, 22] shows the presence of a bifurcation controlled by the parameters C and U ± , with a stationary laminar solution losing its stability and bifurcating into two stable non laminar solutions. This paper is devoted to the analysis of the 1-d stationary laminar solution to (1.5). The two dimensional case where bifurcation arises, will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
In Section 2 will be given a perturbative analysis in δ of the system (2.31) in order to control the difference between its solutions and those to the equations (2.32).
Due to the presence of the centrifugal force, the boundary layer expansion, as in [16, 2, 3] , has to include that force. This requires the solution of a Milne problem with a force, which has been given in [12] in the presence of a potential force. The present force is different because it is not potential and depends on velocities. Therefore the arguments in [12] require several modifications which are presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we estimate the remainder. The key ingredient to do this is a generalized spectral inequality for a perturbed linearized Boltzmann operator, already used in [3] in the context of the Benard problem. In the inequality given in [3] a term is missing. To take it into account we change the scaling to δ = γε . Then, for ε and γ small enough, there exists a non-negative, isolated L 2 -solution to the problem
with diffuse reflection boundary conditions
Moreover, for q = 2 and q = ∞,
where U is the unique solution to (2.32) and · q,2 is defined in (4.21). 
Expansions
In this section we show how to compute the contributions F n for n = 1, . . . , N in (1.19). A modified Hilbert expansion is used to compute the bulk terms. Since they violate the boundary conditions, we introduce boundary layer corrections essentially supported in thin layers (of size of the order of ε) near the inner and outer cylinders. Therefore, F n is written as follows:
where B n is a smooth function of y, while b ± n are smooth exponentially fast decaying functions of the rescaled variables Y ± = ε −1 (π ∓ y), so that they are exponentially small away from ±π.
The bulk expansion
In order to compute the expression of the B n , we substitute (1.18) in (1.23). We ignore the terms b ± n , because they are assumed exponentially small, and equate terms with the same power of ε up to the order N . We use the short notation
Moreover, since in this subsection the parameter δ is kept fixed, we omit the index δ when there is no ambiguity. We get the following conditions:
In (2.7) B 0 ≡ M and σ (h) are the coefficients of the ε-power series expansion of σ(y):
The appropriate functional space to solve the above equations is the Hilbert space H of the real measurable functions on the velocity space R 3 , equipped with the inner product
The operator L is defined in a suitable dense submanifold D L of H and satisfies the following properties:
L1) L is symmetric and non positive:
L2) L has a 5-dimensional null space spanned by the collision invariants:
with ψ β = χ β M , β = 0, . . . , 4 and
The orthogonal projector on Null L is denoted P , while P ⊥ = 1 − P denotes the projector on the orthogonal complement of Null L in H.
L3) The range of L is orthogonal to Null L: (ψ α , Lf ) = 0 for any α = 0, . . . , 4 and for any f ∈ D L .
L4) The following decomposition holds:
where K is a compact operator and ν a smooth function such that 
Any solution in H of (2.13) can be written as
L6) Spectral inequality: there is a constant c > 0 such that
By L3) in order to solve (2.4) we need to impose the compatibility condition P (v ·∇M ) = 0. It is immediate to check that this is true if and only if
This is just the second of (2.31). If this condition is satisfied, then
We define A and B as the solutions in P ⊥ H of the equations
Henceforth,
with ρ 1 , τ 1 and u to be determined by the other conditions. In order to solve (2.5), we need to impose the orthogonality of the right hand side of (2.6) to the null space of L.
A standard computation shows that this is equivalent to the conditions
Then we can compute the part B ⊥ 2 of B 2 as before:
and ρ 2 , u 2 and τ 2 to be determined. The same procedure is applied to solve the equation for B 3 , (2.6). The compatibility condition is
This implies several conditions. We write explicitly only the following:
Here σ i are some suitable transport coefficients of higher order whose explicit expression is given for example in [20] . Note that the term in U 2 in equation (2.28) derives from the contribution dvv y N(M ) = O(δ 2 ). The result in (2.28) is independent of δ because of the scaling (1.15) and hence it persists in the limit δ → 0.
The equations written so far are just the system (2.31). They represent a system in the unknown functions U , u y , τ and r, which does not include any of the extra funtions ρ 1 , τ 1 etc, which also have to satisfy some extra conditions, for example the Boussinesq condition to the first order in ε.
We do not give the explicit conditions which follow in a rather standard way. It is clear that the above procedure can be continued to any specific order. In this paper it will be truncated at N = 5. Note that at each step the solution is given up to the choice of five arbitrary functions which are fixed in the subsequent steps. In particular the last term of the truncated expansion, B N , is determined up to its hydrodynamic part which is arbitrary. We will take advantage of this arbitrariness when dealing with the equation for the remainder.
The boundary layer expansion
We need to include in our scheme a boundary layer expansion, because the bulk terms B 1 do not satisfy the diffuse reflection boundary condition. For example, it is immediate to check from equation (2.23) that B 1 cannot be proportional to the MaxwellianM ± at the boundaries. Therefore we introduce the corrective terms b ± 1 , with a fast dependence on y, so that they are sensibly different from 0 only close to the boundary. To achieve this, b ± 1 is assumed to be a smooth function of the variable Y ± = ε −1 (π ∓ y). We defineb ± 1 as the solution to the following equation:
. Hereσ = σϕ, with ϕ a smooth cutoff function
for some ζ > 0 and with uniformly bounded derivatives. The operatorL ± ϑ is defined in the same way as L ± , but we replace the hard spheres collision cross section B(n, V ) with ϑB(n, V ) 2 . The reason for introducing this unphysical operator is due to a technical difficulty which will be discussed in the next section. The parameter ϑ is chosen as ϑ = ε 3 C 2 δ 2 , and the contribution fromL ± ϑ , which should not be there, will be subtracted in the next order of the boundary layer expansion. We prescribe vanishing mass flux at the boundary:
This equation has to be solved with prescribed incoming data at Y ± = 0:
The incoming boundary data are chosen in such a way to compensate the fact that B ⊥ 1 is not proportional to a Maxwellian at the boundary:
The solution to the Milne problem in general has a finite, but not vanishing limit at infinity, achieved exponentially fast. Let it be denoted byb ± 1,∞ . It belongs to the null space of L ± . The non vanishing ofb ± 1,∞ is not good to our purposes because this contributes to the solution in the bulk. Therefore we define b
In this way we ensure the decay at infinity, but b ± 1 do not satisfy any more the equation (2.29) , because a term of the form
,∞ ) appears in the right hand side. We will compensate it with a term in the next order of the boundary layer expansion. We are not yet done, because the boundary value of F ± 1 would still be incorrect for the term −b
which is not Maxwellian. However, we have not yet fixed the boundary values of B 1 and we can use them to compensate it, since it is in the null space of L ± . Finally, note that, on each boundary, the boundary value correction due to the other boundary is not zero, but exponentially small in ε −1 . This will be compensated in the remainder. In conclusion
satisfies the diffuse reflection boundary conditions up to terms Ψ ± 1 exponentially small in ε −1 . The equation (2.29) is a special case of the Milne problem we discuss in the next section. We note however that in the standard Milne problem the second term in the left hand side of (2.29) is absent. When in the equation there is a force term, as in the present case and in [16, 2, 3] , although very small, the lack of regularity in the velocity of the solution to the Milne problem for v y = 0 (the derivative ∂ vy b ± 1 does not exist for v y = 0 at the boundary), does not allow us to include them in higher order terms of the expansion. Indeed we need to keep it in (2.29) which will be solved in a suitably weak sense, because we cannot afford to have any v y derivative of b ± 1 present in the expansion. This problem was already present in the case of the Benard problem where the force derives from a potential and the solution is given in [12] .
The corrections to B n , for n > 1 will be b ± n solving a similar equation:
with prescribed incoming data at Y ± = 0:
vanishing mass flux at the boundary:
The incoming boundary data are chosen in such a way that
n satisfies the diffuse reflection boundary conditions up to terms exponentially small in ε −1 , Ψ ± n . The source term S ± n has the following form, for n > 1:
The existence of the solutions to (2.29), (2.30) with the prescribed conditions follows from Theorem 3.1, given in next section, via a procedure which is the same used in [14, 15, 2, 3] . We do not repeat it here and refer to those papers for details.
Hydrodynamical expansion
In this section we compare the solution of the stationary 1-d equations for δ > 0 with the solution of the limiting equations for δ = 0. The former are
with ρ = 1 + δr and the boundary conditions u y (±π) = 0; U x (±π) = U ± , τ (±π) = r(±π) = 0.
In the limit of vanishing δ the velocity u y and τ are identically zero and
whose solution is the laminar fieldŪ = U − + β(y + π), with β = (2π)
The first equation in (2.31) implies, by using the boundary conditions for u y , ρu y = 0. Since ρ = 1 + δr for δ small is strictly larger than zero, it has to be u y = 0. The equations reduce to
The first two equations decouple from the third and can be solved to find U and τ . Then the last one gives P 2 . We defineŨ = U −Ū . We have
The functions η and κ are smooth functions of the temperature. The solutions are constructed by an iterative procedure. We therefore assume that τ ∞ < 1 . In consequence η ∞ and κ ∞ are uniformly bounded for δ < 1. Moreover, for δ sufficiently small, η ∞ > uniformly bounded. By multiplying the first of (2.34) byŨ and the second by τ and integrating in y, after an integration by parts we get:
The above inequalities imply that ∂ yŨ and ∂ y τ are O(δ). In particular ∂ y τ ∞ < 1 for δ sufficiently small. We omit the proof of the convergence of the approximating sequence, which follows along the same lines. We conclude with the following Theorem 2.1. If δ is sufficiently small, the equations (2.31) have a unique C ∞ (−π, π) stationary solution which differs from the laminar solution (namely U =Ū (y), τ = 0) for O(δ).
Call (ρ δ , U δ , u δ y , τ δ ) the solution of (2.31) (remember u δ y = 0) and (1, U, 0, 1) the solution of the equations for δ = 0 with U the unique solution of (2.32).
Estimates for the expansion
The properties of F n 's constructed in this section are summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 2.3. The functions F n , n = 1, . . . , 5 and Ψ n,ε can be determined so as to satisfy the boundary conditions
and the normalization condition R 3 ×[−π,π] dvdyF n = 0, so that the asymptotic expansion in ε for the stationary problem (1.23), truncated to the order 5 is given by
The functions F n 's satisfy the conditions (here ζ j = (1 + |v|) j )
for any j. The functions Ψ n,ε are such that Ψ n,ε q,2,∼ , q = 2, ∞, are exponentially small as ε → 0 and R 3 dvv y Ψ n,ε = 0.
Proof. It follows as in [2, 3] , using the Theorem 3.1 in next section.
Milne problem
In this section we deal with the Milne problem
for S and h prescribed. Here M is the Maxwellian with T = 1, ρ = 1 and u = (U, 0, 0); in this section we adopt the notation
and ω(Y ) a compactly supported smooth function. Moreover, we assume that there is c > 0 such that
Note the explicit expression of N f :
The results will be applied with G = ε 3 δ 2 C 2 , ϑ > GU, ω =σ and U = δU ± . The procedure is the same used in [12] : we construct the solution in a slab of size ℓ with reflecting boundary condition g(ℓ, Rv) = g(ℓ, v), Rv = (v x , −v y , v z ) and obtain estimates uniform in ℓ, then we take the limit ℓ → ∞. As in [12] , the main point is to discuss the case S = 0. The assumptions on S will be given in Theorem 3.1 below. We only point out the differences with [12] . We write g = q + w with q ∈ Null L and (q, w) = 0. We setχ 0 = 1,
because (v y , g)(ℓ) vanishes by the reflecting boundary conditions at Y = ℓ.
The functions I α satisfy the following equations:
which is odd in v y for α = 2. On the other hand,
Therefore, with I = (I α ) α =2 , we have
which implies I(Y ) = 0 by the reflection boundary condition at Y = ℓ. We take the inner product of the first equation in (3.1) with g. By using (3.3),
and so we obtain:
because (v x v y q, q) = 0. The last but one term in the above Green identity is handled by adding in the cross section in the linearized Boltzmann operator the unphysical term ϑB( · , · ) 2 . Indeed, in this case the inequality (2.16) holds with ν replaced by ν + ϑν, with ν satisfying the inequalities (2.12) andν such thatν
for suitable constantsν 0 andν 1 . This allows to control the term So we have only to worry about the term ωGU(v x v y q, w) for which we use the bound
We set A = (v y g, g). Note that A(0) < c by (3.2). We need upper and lower bounds on A(0). We can write 
We use the bound
Then we plug (3.7) in (3.6) and use the spectral inequality, to get the following bound for |A(0)|, using the fact that ω is compactly supported,
which implies the bound on |A(0)| for G sufficiently small. Using this one can conclude that
uniformly in ℓ.
We need to prove the bound (3.7). Let β α = (v 2 yχ α q) for α = 2. Since β α = γ =2 A α,γ b γ , with A α,γ = (v 2 yχ α ,χ γ ) a positive non singular matrix, to bound β α is equivalent to estimate q . The equation for β α is obtained by taking the inner product of the first equation in (3.1) with v yχα . The result is N w) and
An integration by parts shows that |(v yχα , N w)| ≤ c w . The rest of the argument is as in [12] . The only difference is in the estimate of β α (0). We have
By using (3.2) we then get (3.7).
To get estimates uniform in ℓ also for q we take the scalar product of the first equation in (3.1) and L −1 (χ α v y ). The term on the right hand side is (L −1 (χ α v y ), Lw), which is zero by the orthogonality property. We get then an equation for
where G and Q are suitable matrix, with Θ α = Q αγ b γ , Q invertible, and
By the Schwartz inequality, boundedness of L −1 and the fact that ω has compact support, the last integral is finite. Moreover, w vanishes at infinity and the first term on the right hand side is finite. This implies that there exists a finite limit at infinity, Θ ∞ , of Θ and there is Y 0 such that for Y > Y 0 we have
By the argument in [12] we get also for Y > Y 0
The other arguments in [12] can be adapted in a similar way. Using above estimates, the exponential decay of w and |b α − b ∞ α | is established. The properties of the derivatives are also obtained with the method presented there, with a minor modification due to the special structure of the force in this case. Indeed, the v x and v y derivatives of g satisfy in this case a coupled system of equations. Therefore, they are both controlled only away from the boundary.
To state the final theorem, we define the norms 10) for θ ≥ 0.
Theorem 3.1.
1) Suppose that for some β > 0
to the Milne problem (3.1). Moreover there exist constants c and c ′ such that g verifies the conditions:
2) Suppose that for ℓ ≥ 1, θ > 0 and i = 1, . . . , 3
Then there are constants c ′ and c ℓ such that
for any β ′ < c ′ .
4 The remainder
Equation for the remainder
It is immediate to check that the remainder R in (1.18) has to satisfy the following equation:
with the inhomogeneous term A given by
In this section we need to assume δ = γǫ 2 3 with γ sufficiently small. We recall that M δ = M (1 + δr, 1 + δτ, (δU, 0, 0); v), where (r, τ, (U, 0, 0)) is the solution of (2.31). We keep now the dependence on δ and denote by M the standard Maxwellian. We write R = M R and denote by L the operator
We use the Hilbert space H of the measurable functions on the velocity space R 3 with inner product
Note that this involves M , while the one considered in Section 2, (2.
δ . The operator L has the same properties already mentioned for L δ and we do not repeat them here. We just note that the null space of L is given by the span of the χ j 's defined in (2.10). We still denote the orthogonal projector on this kernel by P , and on its orthogonal complement by
We also use the notation
Note that
By (2.1) and (2.23)
We define
Hence we have
In the present one dimensional context the u-part of B 1 is zero, so
Here the property 2J(P f, P g) = −L(P f P g) has been used. The following operator will play a major role:
But a = O(δ +ε), and hence the operator L(a·) is O(δ +ǫ). Denote by P J the orthogonal projection on Kern L J , where Kern
, Section 2. It holds that P J = P − (I − P )aP .
Theorem 4.1 (Spectral gap property of L J ). There is a constant c, such that for any function f in H,
Proof. First, (I + P a)L J is self-adjoint for the scalar product (f,
and L is self-adjoint for (., .). The result follows from the spectral inequality for L.
Constants which, independently of the parameter ε, can be made sufficiently small for the purposes of the proofs, will generically be denoted by η.
Using these notation, equation (4.1) for the remainder becomes
Here A = M −1 A and
Note that, thanks to the arbitrariness left in the determination of the F N , we can assume that
The equation for the remainder has to be solved with the boundary conditions:
which are exponentially small in ε −1 because of Theorem 2.3, and
Estimates for the remainder.
We will proceed with the construction of the solution by iteration, based on estimates for a linearized problem where the non linear term J(R, R) is computed at the previous step of the iteration. The generic term of the iteration will then satisfy a linear equation of the type
At the n-th step of the iteration, the term g will be replaced by A + εJ(R n−1 , R n−1 ). Therefore we assume P g = 0.
(4.17)
The boundary conditions are
In order to simplify the argument we also assume that the velocity of the inner cylinder vanishes, so that M − is the standard Maxwellian, up to the normalization. The argument can be easily adapted to the general case.
Remark 4.1. Note that the assumption (4.17) and the diffuse reflection boundary conditions imply that any solution to (4.16) is such that
Indeed, by integrating (4.16) on velocities one gets:
By the boundary conditions then R vy = 0.
We first consider the linear problem with g given and will get L 2 bounds. This is done in two steps: first, we get a control of the non-hydrodynamic part in terms of the hydrodynamic one. Second, we get an estimate of the hydrodynamic part in terms of the non-hydrodynamic one, and then a bound for R in terms of the known term g. The norms used below are defined as follows:
Defining the ingoing velocity spaces R
We use the traces
Note that the norm · 2,2,∼ is defined only for incoming velocities. In the sequel, with an abuse of notation we will denote by γ − f 2,2,∼ the · 2,2,∼ -norm of Sγ − f , where S is the reflection of the y component of the velocity.
We now establish the lemmas which allow to bound the solution to (4.16) in these norms.
• Step 1
Recall the notation ζ j (v) = (1 + |v|) j , j ∈ N.
Lemma 4.2. Assume δ = γε 2 3 , and that ζ 3 2 g 2 2,2 < ∞ . Then, for γ small enough and for any η > 0, the solution of (4.16) satisfies
Proof. Define
Multiply (4.16) by 2RM (1 + a)k(y) and integrate over v. We get
We note that, by Remark 4.1, the last term vanishes, whenR is replaced by PR. Indeed, recall
. Therefore, v y ∂ y a is odd in v y . Since R vy vanishes by Remark 4.1 we conclude that dvM v y (∂ y a)(PR) 2 = 0.
Next, we have to look at the last term whenR 2 is replaced by 2PR(1 − P )R. This is bounded by
The remaining part of the last term whenR 2 is replaced by ((1 − P )R) 2 can be estimated as H 1 below. The preceding force term is of order δ 2 γ 3 , and can be estimated in the same way. We next discuss the bounds for ((1 + a) 
).
Here in e.g. the last term, after integrating with respect to y, the order of |v| can be reduced by writing ν = −L + K, and using a standard estimate for K (see [19] ),
Multiply (4.16) by 2RM ζ j k(y) and integrate over v. We get
It follows that
In the present case j = 4, and we use (4.26) three times and the assumption ζ 3 2 g 2,2 is finite. Moreover,
Putting all the estimates together,
Following the argument in [16] , one can show that the first term in B is bounded by
For the second one, we shall first simplify by changing the boundary conditions at π from diffusive to given ingoing data. The following lemma states the equivalence between the two problems.
Lemma 4.3. Equation (4.16) with the new boundary conditions
has the same solution as problem (4.16), (4.18) Proof. We start by noticing that existence and uniqueness for the new problem are classical. The main point is that the new boundary condition implies
In fact, since gM dv = 0, by multiplication of (4.16) by k(y)M and integration over v ∈ R 3 we get
which implies
Hence, since R 3 v y M R(−π, v)dv = 0, we have also v y M R(π, v)dv = 0. We write the integral in the left hand side by using the boundary condition (4.28)
Hence, vy >0 R(π, v)v y M dv = 0, and this implies that the unique solution R of the new problem also satisfies the old boundary conditions (4.18).
Remark 4.2. Note that the condition R 3 R(π, v)v y M dv = 0 is crucial to make this argument work. However, while the old boundary conditions are constructed in such a way that this is true, the new boundary conditions do not ensure that it is automatically satisfied. It is the conservation law (4.29) which ensures the vanishing of the outgoing flux also with the new boundary conditions.
We now return to the estimate of the second term in B. Writing
it follows that the outgoing part of −(v y a(π),R 2 (π, v)) is bounded from above by O(δ 2 ). The ingoing part is bounded from above by
Replacing in (4.27) we get x , integrate in velocity over the region v y ≥ q, then over space using a smooth cut-off function χ(y) which is zero close to y = −π, and equal to one close to π, and finally over q for q 0 ≤ q ≤ 0 for |q 0 | small enough. Since we do not integrate over all v ∈ R 3 , we cannot use the spectral inequality to control the terms involving L J , but will use only the boundedness of L J . Notice that norms involving √ kR or √ k 1 R are equivalent to the ones for R since k(y), k 1 (y) are functions uniformly bounded in ε. The notationR will be used for both. We obtain
The term on the l.h.s. equals
We move the second term in the previous expression to the r.h.s. of (4.33) and bound it, by replacingR by the ingoing boundary data, as
with c(q 0 ) = o(|q 0 |). We replace this estimate in (4.33) and divide both sides by |q 0 |,
It is easy to bound also γ −R
(−π), and by similar arguments to obtain (1 + |v|)
We will provide an a priori estimate for the hydrodynamic part of R. The equation for the remainder is
with the boundary conditions Proof. LetR = F y R be the Fourier-transform in y of R and ξ y ∈ Z the conjugate variable to y. R satisfies the equation
With the notations < R > for the 0-Fourier term, andR := R− < R >, we shall first give an estimate forR. We use the notatioñ
Let h be the indicatrix function of the set {v ∈ R 3 ; |v y | < α}, for some positive α to be chosen later. For ξ y = 0,
We use this estimate with the following choice of α, α = ζ −sR
We also introduce an indicatrix function h 1 with α = δ 1 . We fix δ 1 so that cδ 1 << 1. Then we find from the above estimate that the P -part of the right-hand side, P (h 1R ) , can be absorbed by P (h 1R ) in the left-hand side. The estimates hold in the same way when h 1 is suitably smoothed around
We replace α by ζ −sR
Hence,
Consequently,
We next discuss the term
The first integral can be bounded by an integral of a product of M , 1 + |ξ y |, a polynomial in v, |R | andÛ orÛ 2 . Since, by our choice of δ, we have
γ 2 C 2 , this integral is bounded by ε 2 3 c R 2 . And so, The error from evaluating P instead of P J is of order δ+ε. We remind that the zero Fourier mode of PR is zero by definition. Hence, taking ε small enough and summing over all 0 = ξ y ∈ Z, implies by Parseval that We discuss each moment separately. Given two functions h(v) and f ( · , v) we use the notation f h ( · ) := dvh(v)f (·, v). In particular, for h = χ j , j = 0, . . . , 4, we also use the notation f j .
• v y -moment: • v x -moment:
We estimate the momentR vxv 2 y (0) and then use that In the boundary term, the integral over v y < 0 is easy because the boundary condition in π is given in terms of Ψ. To control the outgoing (v y > 0) part, we multiply again equation ( To control the second term in l.h.s. of (4.47), we use the boundary condition in −π. Finally, we replace the bound of the outgoing part given by equation and the same estimate holds for |R vx (0)| 2 .
• v z -moment:
we get the same estimate for the v z -moment and the proof is analogous, the only difference being that we start by multiplying (4.38) by M v y v z .
• χ 4 -moment:
We recall χ 4 = We use the boundary condition in −π, and observe that v Since v y is in KernL, we do not get contribution from the L, H 1 and g terms in the right hand side. Moreover, by integration by parts, there is no contribution depending on P R in the force term. We have − dvv The second term depends on the ingoing flow at π, which is given in terms of Ψ. To control the third term, we will as before estimate it using another equation. Multiply (4.38) by 2πv y M and integrate over [−π, π] × {v ∈ R 3 : v y > 0}. We get
